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Knowledge Sustainable Energy Technologies can help make the transition away
from the use of fossil fuels - and to do this as peacefully, equitably, and
intelligently as possible Patented Wind and Wave All Wind speeds and all Wave
sizes power this Scale independent Technology No- Waste Society Systems, New
Technologies Buoyant lever , Wave energy collector, utility, power source. Water
Waves raise and lowers all buoyant vessels on Oceans and Waters all over the
world from thousand ton ships to small bowies, . Buoyant vessel attached to a
lever, the lever being attached to a stationary source like near shore, Oil Rigs,
docks near shore or a vessel less affected by swells and waves like large ships
floating Oil rigs,or boats, the levers going up and down creates a torque at the
pivot point by the vessel being raised and lowered, this works on all size levers,
making it possible to collect energy from all size Waves, with enough levers with
in reasonable size and numbers, the force can be used hydraulically or
mechanically to power generators. ten tons going up and down is a lot of force
when connected to a 100' lever, connecting 10 tons to, 5 tons to, 2 tons, continuing
down in size and multiplying the levers from the less affected floating object or
Comment:
stationary object will mean We collect energy from 1' foot to 100' foot waves and
swells, Wind and Wave with 40 oarsman showing, Buoyant vessels are the
oarsman in this picture with hundreds of smaller Buoyant vessel oarsman possible,
Computerize locking of levered buoyant oarsman will stabalize this Ship in any
storm. This Is a small 100% self power research, patrol, and ocean farming and
Whale Doctor's Office capable. City, Wind and Wave power plants will have
thousands of Buoyant vessel oarsman, collecting power from Waves as large as
100' to as small as 1' foot and Wind speeds from 2 mph to 300mph You are
invited into the Worlds first 100% Clean Safe, Self Powered Wind and Wave
Electric Generation power Plants. New Giant thousand Oarsman designs for
powering coastal cities, Ocean Farming, Ocean Salvage, Ocean Patrol, Ocean Tug
Boats, this small Wind and Wave powered Ship has 3 spacous floors a crow's nest
sky view Wheel house and acrylics under water viewing exhibits, Tug, Cruise,
Research, and patrol cappable. Not sure of completion ? this will depend on the
people committed to Clean Safe Power generation ? Please sponser and commit
your company ! make this Your Flag Ship ! all info at
DarrellDammen@gmail.com no_wastesocietysystems@yahoo.com

